Host Tim says:
The Dublin's Away Team scans of the asteroid shows the surface is filled with electronic signals, each seeming to control something.  The asteroid's shield blocks transport to/from the orbiting Dublin but communication is maintained.

Host Tim says:
The majority of the facilities on the asteroid are underground.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; Debt of Honor>>>

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::with the Away Team, ready to disembark::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::on the Dublin's bridge, drumming fingers against the chair's console::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: sweeps her tricorder over the area again then closes it :: XO: Lots of electrical activity here Tessa.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Looks over her shoulder at the AT as she and her team finishes their scans.::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@CTO/CEO: The facilities are mostly  underground.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ CTO: Lt Harker?  What do your scans show?  Do you know the layout of this building yet?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@FCO/XO: Area looks ok for the moment...

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Checks her tricorder for a map of the building.::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::on the bridge at science II gazing aimlessly at the captain drumming his fingers, wishing she had some kind of plan for him::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:: on the asteroid sweeping with tricorder ::CSO: Very observant of you Ensign.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: No Ma’am, surface only.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::stands from his chair and walks towards Science::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::waits for the rest to move out so she can go and find the source of that communications signal::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: We may need to map as we go.

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@CEO: Thanks, Sir.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@OPS: Any sign on that signal Mia?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::feels hesitant about walking into the building blind, but there's no other choice:: CTO:  Very well, you and two of your men go in first, with the rest behind us.  All: Please follow security and once inside we can disperse to separate locations.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::sees the Captain coming over and tries to look busy::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@FCO: I'll have to get into the buildings to the source before I have any conclusive data.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: Yes Ma’am.

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@CTO: Ma’am, I was trying to wonder what may have triggered the shields. Maybe it's our weapons.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@::walks a few meters and looks off in the distance:: OPS: There are a few buildings over there. Guess we need to check them all out.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@All: Please remember to stay with the team and if you must separate take a security officer. ::She then points at Borel and Jones and moves forward while the other security take rear guard positions.::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@Wildstar :It’s possible Ensign, our ship weapons set this thing off but I would rather not disarm until we're its needed.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::stops in front of the SO's station::  SO:  Any changes?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Scanning and moving carefully forward with a security officer on each flank.::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@CTO: Why thank for the offer Lieutenant.  :: looking at Borel and Jones :: Do they come with leases as well :: smiles ::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::follows Harker and her men into the first building with the rest of the crew::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::turns towards the main building and points:: All: I need to get in there to find the source of this signal.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
<TO_Bryant>::Sits at the tactical station, monitoring the tactical sensors and the planet below.::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::feels a slight itch on her left antennae as she uses her right one to rub the itch away:: CO: No, sir. Just that the away team is progressing further through the facility...

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO: ::pointing the direction:: Ma’am, this is the main facility. The big building.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: follows the security men, her hand on her phaser::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@::uses his tricorder to try and locate the source of power for this base :::


OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@FCO: It's still being transmitted....hopefully Moondoggie will come up with a translation soon.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::heads for the main building.::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@OPS:  First let's see what's in this building and then I'll have you check out another.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@OPS: Which building?

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::scanning for a kind of science station for this building::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@FCO: The main building.  that one ::points to the largest one::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Looks for the entrance to the main building.::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
ALL:  Okay, now listen... I want you to find a way to trick the base's defenses in order to get them out of there quickly, if needed.  ::looks back at the SO::  SO:  Suggestions?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Continues to scan the building.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> *OPS*: Ma'am....I'm getting a translation of that signal that is coming from the asteroid.  It's, like giving out the status of the away team.  It's still going to that same destination.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: moves toward the building, now pulling her tricorder out again and scanning::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::tries to ponder how to keep a shield grid from disrupting a transporter beam in progress:: CO: We'd have to disable the asteroid defense systems somehow.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::hears Moondoggie and swears:: XO: Ma'am...we got to get to that signal now.  It's sending out our status to whomever is receiving it.  I gotta get in there and stop it.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Scans hatch for booby traps or anything else of a dangerous nature.::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: I found an entrance...

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
::turns the phaser off::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Moondoggie:  So the base is reporting what is going on to the Airilians or whoever owns it, right?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Her eyes narrow as she gets some unusual readings..

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@XO: Commander the source of power for this installation is deep inside this building, perhaps I could try and severe the power

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: Something’s off here, analyzing...

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@CSO:  Once inside we'll be investigate together.  I was the medical officer until recently.  Make sure to scan any alien equipment thoroughly.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> CO: To whomever is in our universe getting it.  Can't say to whom it is going.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::analyzes her readings.::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@CTO:  Can you be more specific?

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: Perhaps a verteron scattering field...no, wouldn't work against a shield grid of such magnitude...hmm...

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: One moment ma’am.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> ::thinks to himself that he used the word 'whom' twice in a row....he really needs to get away from all these high brow senior officers::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ All: Hold your places, everyone.  We're getting some anomalous readings.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: stops and waits ::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@XO: Ma'am...did you hear my report on the signal?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Moondoggie:  Keep monitoring, let me know if something different comes up.

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@Self: Now, let's get back to business. ::Stands::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@All :It’s a detector, we open this and the computer will know it...

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  What about a high energy tachyon burst?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::turns to Mia:: OPS:  I'm sorry, no I didn't.  Tactical is looking into something.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@:Turns around.:: XO :Are we trying to be stealthy or no?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Strong enough to disrupt the shields harmonics for a couple of seconds...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@XO: That signal is giving out our status to whoever is receiving it.  I need t get into the main building ASAP to cut the transmission.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Just a smidge of humor in her voice, she knows that the computer knows they are there.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@CTO: They know we are here and what exactly we are doing.

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
::trying to pin point the location of the base scanners with the tricorder::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Grins a little.:: XO: Shall we?

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::believes that if she thinks any harder, her brains will ooze out of all her cranial orifices:: CO: Perhaps, but it wouldn't be effective enough unless I knew the frequency and nutation of the shields...

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@All: Ok then, let's make a dash for the signal.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::listens to Mia first::  OPS:  Alright, but take two security officers with you and Cassie.  CTO: Looks like it would do no good to be stealthy...we are already being tracked.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::turns back to the hatch and hands her phaser rifle to the nearest officer.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::points to two sec guys and turns towards that building:: Sec guys: Follow me...and get me into that building.

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:: pulls his phaser and gets ready to enter the building with the others ::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: smiles at Mia:: OPS: I'm all yours Mia.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@CTO:  If we're being tracked then they could target us at any time to take us out if we make a move the computer doesn't like?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Res  and Ryan both nod at Mia's request::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Can we test the shields harmonics somehow?  Maybe emitting a low level proton beam?  Just to have sensors getting readings from it?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Putting both hands on the hatch she twists to the left and it pops open.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::grins at Cassie as they hurry up and then come to a stop outside the main hatch:: FCO: You might regret that.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::A security officer tosses her back her rifle. As she scans the corridor.::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: AS THE HATCH OF THE MAIN FACILITY OPENS A LIT CORRIDOR IS EXPOSED.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: I can do that, sir. It could be enough to fool the asteroid's automated system into thinking it's under attack, but I suggest we keep our distance as we do so.


CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Carefully steps in scanning the area.::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@Self:: Abracadabra.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: moves inside the hatch and pulls out her phaser just in case there are any boogy men around ::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::joining the rest of the AT into the facility::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::raises hand motioning a "wait":: SO:  No, I don't want to make it look like an attack.... more like... a small asteroid impact.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Maybe using a graviton wave...

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ ::pulls out her phaser not really knowing what good it would do if everything is run by an artificial intelligence::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@ALL: Looks clear, turns left about 1o meters up that way. :: Gestures?::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@::steps through the hatch with phaser and tricorder at the ready ::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@OPS: Got the signal direction yet Mia?

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::walks with her tricorder triangulating where the signal is coming from:: FCO: Down this way. ::heads off in that direction like a bird dog going after a scent::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Moves toward the turn carefully scanning::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: follows Mia:: OPS: I have it as well now.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::walks into the building behind the sec and looks around, noting that the lights came on like last time::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:: follows the CTOs lead down the hall way, trying to reach the power generators ::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: Hmm...several kilo-Newtons of force should be enough. ::programs the deflector array:: Ready on your mark, sir.

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::trying to use the tricorder to send a message to the base scanners that we are not to do any harm here to the base itself or to anything that could be kept in here::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::looks at the view screen and re-thinks the plan::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Do it.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<Borel and Jones>:: Keep close to Clooney and the FCO, scanning as they go.::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::going to turn::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: reaches the turn:: OPS: This way or straight?

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: 12 METERS FROM THE LEFT TURN THE CORRIDOR HAS STEPS LEADING DOWN

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Scans the steps ahead.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::starts to move her tricorder around and finally stops pointing it towards the ground:: FCO: It's down below us.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ CTO/CEO/CSO: Well this one looks pretty barren.  I don't understand what a bare room would be useful for.  ::looks down the corridor and sees the steps::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::activates the graviton emitter towards the asteroid, simulating an approaching heavy mass of debris::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:: thinks for a second:: XO: As a trap commander?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::watches at the asteroid's reaction::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO: You're right Ma’am. The power comes from downstairs.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Moving forward as quickly as safety will allow.::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::moving forward with the CTO::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@CSO:  Make sure to scan everything for the record.  So far this doesn't resemble the other facility at all.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<B'oRel and Jones>::Continuing scanning everything before they move or touch it. Carefully guiding OPS and FCO, their weapons ready. One in front and one on rear guard.::::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ ::stands at the top of the stairs:: OPS: Let's send the security guys down first.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::watches the steady graviton wave churn its way, hoping for a reaction from the facility shields::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO: Yes, Ma’am. ::scanning the previous room::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@::in the main building, heading down the stairs trying to find the power and cut it ::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: THE ASTEROID'S WEAPONS COME ON LINE

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::stumbles a bit on the dimly lit stairwell going down:: FCO: It looks like the signal is being bounced from the larger building into here. ::doesn't hear the FCO until she is halfway down following the first sec guy:: Huh?  Oh...sorry. ::stops and waits::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Goes down the stairs with Smith as Res and Ryan take up rear guard positions.::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Anything yet?  ::puts his arm over the SO's console, looking at the view screen::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO/CTO: The weapons are on line now.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
<Bryant>::Sits at the tactical station on the bridge and dutifully keeps scanning.::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: Aye. The asteroid's weapons are hot! Suggest we back away...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::peers down after the sec guy trying to see if everything is all right::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Stops and holds up a hand to indicate they should stop as well.:: CSO: Do we know why?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ Jones: Everything look alright down there?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@::steps down the stairs after tactical, looking around and scanning also::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@::trying to identify any scanners on the AT::CTO: Not yet.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<B'orel>::Heads down the stairs carefully scanning as Jones stays with the OPS and FCO.::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ All: Let me comm the captain.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Cut the beam...  ::looks at tactical::  Duty TO:  Reinforce forward shields!

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:: shows a change in power:: Himself: Seems someone is making ready to great us  :: continues downward ::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*:  Captain, weapons are online again?  Do you know why?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Goes into a holding position as the XO contacts the CO.::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<Borel>FCO/OPS: It’s clear. ::Motions for them to join him as well as to Jones.::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@FCO: ::hears the sec guy give the all clear and hollers up to Cassie:: He says it's okay.


CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Aye, we are attempting to get a reading of the base's shields harmonics.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: Captain, it's scanning the "impact" of the wave now. It may or may not be fooled, but I am attempting to analyze the shield frequency.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: gets the all clear :: OPS: Gotcha Mia.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
<Bryant>CO: Aye Sir! ::His hands fly over the keypad as he tries to reinforce the shields.::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Good, that's what we need...

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::heads down and stops as she sees monitors along the corridor at the bottom of the stairs::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: AFTER THE ASTEROID SCANS THE HIT ON THE SHIELDS THE WEAPONS GO OFFLINE

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO/CTO: In this corridor. Monitors along it.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*:  Understood.  We are continuing then.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@CSO: That’s not surprising they really seem to like to know when visitors come to call.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::breathes her relief:: CO: The weapons have stood down now.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Well, now that we're talking, report.  What's happening over there?

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<Borel>:Moves forward at the bottom of the stairs scanning as he moves.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: looks up and sees the monitors:: OPS: We have company. :: indicates the monitors ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::glances at the SO and smiles::  SO:  Good...  any indication of the shields frequency?

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ CSO:  Is there any way to disarm those monitors or keep them from 'seeing' us?

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@::scans for the energy signature and heads in that direction ::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
<Bryant>::Monitors the shields as they are blasted and hold.::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*:  We came into the main facility.  There seems to be four structures.  The building we're in was bare and we're proceeding down the stairs.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: No, sir. But they remain up for now. I suggest we do something to keep the shields up long enough to lock onto the frequency.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::walks over to the monitors and looks at the picture of herself, Cassie and also the rest of the away team moving about:: FCO: We've got to find the source of this signal.  And fast....I'll bet this is what is being sent to wherever.

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO*:  The other team is investigating a second building.  I'll ask for their report.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Indication of a Control Center?  Or a science lab?

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO: Maybe. If I can discover the frequency they use to monitor us. ::tapping the information in the tricorder::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::thinks she almost has the frequency::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@CEO: We are to hold position....

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
@XO: If we can understand how it scans us, we can trick them.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ OPS: It seems to be stronger now. :: shows Mia her tricorder reading ::

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
<Moondoggie> ::loud enough for the CO to hear also:: *OPS*: The signal is reporting you are downstairs in a building.  This thing must be following you step by step.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::She calls after him as she sighs and follows .::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@*CO* :No science lab yet.  There is a power source and a signal originating from here.  It is being relayed through the second building.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@FCO: Then let's head that way.  I don't like my activities being broadcasted across two universes.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Aye, I am aware about that... ::looks at Moondoggie and nods::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<Borel>::Continues to take point and scan before they step as quickly as possible.::

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@CSO:  Do try to understand it then.  I don't like being watched.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: I can try another graviton wave with greater force this time... ::increases the Newtons on her computer in case that is the captain's will::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Scans the door to the room with energy for booby traps.::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@:: cautiously enters the room that the power is coming from ::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: THE DUBLIN IS SCANNED FROM THE PLANET

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<Borel>::Scans the door to the room with electrical signals for booby traps.::

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
::using the tricorder to make a sweeping with all frequencies and light spectrums and direct it to the monitors to check what makes the base react::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: AS THE TEAM IN MAIN FACILITY OPENS THE DOOR ALL LIGHTS GO OUT AND RED LIGHTS BEGIN FLASHING

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@::heads off down the corridor until she reaches a door and scans it:: FCO: We've got electrical signals in here. ::scans for any sign of traps of weapons::  I think we need to check each of these out.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  No success on the last attempt?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ :: scans as she walks, noting that behind the doors there is definitely something electrical :: OPS: Mia, all of these rooms seem to have electrical activity in them.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@Kell: Any, that’s why we scan everything!

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@ All: Halt!  CTO:  Harker, scans quick!

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Glares then scans quickly.::

SO_PO_Sirta says:
::notices the scan and glances at OPS and then to the CO:: CO: We're being scanned from nearby planet... ::hears the question:: Not yet. I just tried another graviton wave to keep those shields active. The computer should be able to lock onto the frequency momentarily.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@ OPS: Right. Jones: Check the door and then open it.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::Thinks to self, "Big smarty engineering couldn't wait...sets off an alarm that’s just great."::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@CTO: Very true Lieutenant.  But it is not as if they do not know we are here.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@<Jones>FCO: Yes Ma’am.

OPS_Ens_Clooney says:
@FCO: Try those doors over there...I'll check on this side.  Look for any transceiver machinery. ::let's the other sec guy check and open the door in front of her::

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@Kell: Yes but for all we know their are viruses or bombs or other nasties that want us harmed or dead...

XO_LtCr_Jakiel_OMallory says:
@CEO: Mr. Kell, allow tactical to do their job.  CTO:  Lieutenant is there any way to shut these alarms off?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
SO:  Well, if they varying the frequencies, it is useless.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@OPS: I just hope there's only machinery inside.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@XO: Scanning Ma’am.

CTO_LtJg_Harker says:
@::tries to see if she can shut down the alarms.::

CEO_Ltjg_Kell says:
@::never losing his composure:: XO: Of course commander, please let me know when I can be of assistance.

SO_PO_Sirta says:
CO: Yes, sir. 'Tis true. But I don't believe these shields incorporate the same lessons we learned from the Borg. Just a theory of course.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
@Jones: Ok take it down.

CSO_Ens_Wildstar says:
::using the tricorder to make a sweeping with all frequencies and light spectres and direct it to the monitors to check what makes the base react::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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